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Two new electrode configurations for the e le ctr ica l resistivity- 
surveying are introduced: the A-configuration, consisting o f a 
c lose ly  spaced pair o f current electrodes separated at larger distance 
from the closely  spaced pair o f  potential electrodes, and the B-con­
figuration , in which each close ly  spaced pair consists both current 
and potential electrode* Because electrode pairs can be carried as 
units, the new configurations can be applied to continuous re s is t iv ity  
surveying more easily  than the Wenner configuration*
Equations derived for apparent re s is t iv it ie s  are*
Error in measurement o f (r )  a ffects  accuracy of ( ( Pa) more for A- 
than for B-configuration*
Theoretical apparent re s is t iv ity  values are derived, by Maxwell's 
theory o f images, for the A- and B-c onf i  gur a t i on over a two layered 
earth using the depth probe method, and across a vertica l fau lt plane 
using la tera l traversing* These theoretical values are substantiated 
by measurements of models*
and
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1I* INTRODUCTION
The e le ctr ica l re s is t iv ity  method o f geophysical prospecting 
essentially  involves passing a current I (See Figo 3-1) through 
the earth by means o f two current electrodes, Cx and C2,  measuring 
the resulting potential d ifference*V  between two potential electrodes, 
Px and P2, and calculating the conducting properties of the subsurface 
from the measured resistance R ■ ^ v / l ,  The lithology and structure 
o f the m derlying earth material is  interpreted from the apparent 
re s is t iv ity  which is  calculated from the measured resistance c f  the 
earth*
Mathematical analysis can be used to solve for  values o f  apparent 
res istiv ity  for assumed ideal cases* Such analysis aids the interpret­
ation of actual f ie ld  data* Mathematical study is  used to analyze 
various electrode arrangements for the development of new techniques 
(CARPENTER, 195$* for example)* This thesis is  a mathematical study 
o f two nevf electrode configurations*
Yfidely employed electrode configurations have been illustrated
and explained in many previous papers (HUBBERT, 19 3h* KEILAND, 19U0; 
JASKOSKY, 1957)• The most commonly adopted electrode configuration
has been that due to VfflNER (19l£)* The four electrodes are placed 
at equal intervals along a straight lin e  on the surface of the earth, 
as shown in Fig* 1-3 *
2Pig. 1-1 Electrode configuration
for electrical resistivity 
method.
Two techniques fo r  applying the Tfenner electrode configuration 
can be distinguished, namely traversing and probing • In the former 
method the electrode spacing (a) is  held constant and the system as 
a whole is  moved over the surface o f the earth* The movement is  
usually made either along the lin e  o f  the electrodes (longitudinal 
traversing) or perpendicular to i t  (transverse traversing)# In the 
depth probing method the lin e  o f  the electrodes is  fixed  in direction  
and the spacing (a) is  varied, keeping the centre of the electrode 
lin e  at the same point* These two techniques can be applied to 
other configurations*
Mathematical analysis o f re s is t iv ity  measurements i s  based on 
some simple assumptions and relationships which are true for  a l l  
electrode configurations* The current electrodes may be treated as 
point sources o f equal and opposite strength# For the purpose of 
th is thesis Cj, w ill be considered to  be the electrode at which the 
current o f strength ( ‘•'I) enters the earth* a V i s  defined as the
3potential difference between Px and P2* Therefore
a V ■ (Potential at Px) -  (Potential at P2)
-  V x -  V2 1 -1
I t  w ill be necessary, in  general, to  specify i t s  sign as well as i t s  
magnitude* The distance between any two electrodes can be expressed 
by the symbols o f the electrodes at the end points, such as CXPX,
C2P21 CXP2 , etc*
For the interpretation of experimental results the value o f 
apparent re s is t iv ity  (Pa) can be obtained by substituting the relevant 
values in  the equation
pa * 2?rEF 1-2
R “ *T~ 1-3
f ■ r ^ _  1 -  1 *  1  "T 1 1-nULC1P1 CIPa CpT TOTT J
R is  the value measured d irectly  from instruments and i s  called the 
configuration resistance* F is  the multiplying factor fo r  the 
electrode arrangement and i s  called  the configuration factor* 
Regardless o f the electrode configuration employed, the potential 
at an electrode (Pn) i s ,  from equation 1—2,
2 L2tc 1-5
This thesis introduces two new electrode configurations* In 
both configurations four electrodes are used, grouped in pairs* For 
one arrangement a current and potential electrode are placed close  
together at a re la tive ly  large distance from another current—potential 
pair* The other arrangement consists o f two current electrodes placed 
close together at a rela tively  large distance from two c lose ly  spaced 
potential electrodes*
kEquations for computing potential differences and apparent re­
s is t iv ity  are derived for each configuration. Theoretical considerations 
and calculations are made for two assumed simple geologic conditions 
and mathematical solutions are given. Comparisons o f sensitivity  o f 
the new configurations to lateral and vertica l changes in  earth 
re s is t iv ity  and to changes in electrode spacing are made with that o f  
the T^enner configuration. Both new configurations were used in 
experimental measurements of res is tiv ity  o f three-dimensional models 
which simulated sim plified geologic conditions.
5I I .  RESUME OF THEORY
The basic procedure o f the e le ctr ica l re s is t iv ity  method i s  to 
pass a measured e le ctr ic  current through a selected portion o f the 
earth and measure the potential drop or some other e le ctr ica l quantity 
associated with this flow o f current. This is  usually accomplished 
by passing the current between energizing electrodes placed at 
selected points in  the area under investigation# For convenience in  
the interpretative analysis* usually a ll  the electrodes are placed 
in  a straight l in e . From the observed values of the current and 
potential, the apparent re s is t iv ity  o f the material included within 
the zone of measurement can be calculated for  any given electrode 
configuration# Furthermore, calculations can be made for  certain 
assumed simple geologic conditions by solving Bessel functions 
(MAEDA, 1955) or applying Maxwell s theory o f images (JEANS, 1925)•
These theoretical values are the basis o f interpretation of the 
obtained f ie ld  data#
A . Fundamental Equations#
Consider the case where e le ctr ic  current is  introduced into an 
in fin ite ly  homogeneous and conductive medium by a point current 
source placed inside the medium# The medium is  conductive, therefore 
the introduced current w ill distribute into the medium equally in  
a l l  directions# I f  the introduced current is  ( l )  and the re s is t iv ity  
of the medium is  ( P ) ,  the to ta l current flowing out o f the current 
source is  (I)# Because the distribution is  equal in  a l l  directions, 
the distribution is  spherical with the current source as its  center#
The original current strength introduced into the medium is  I ,  therefore
6the current strength at any point distance (r )  from the current source 
is  l/Uirr* • This is  called the “current density” and designated as 
( i ) ,  i»e®,
i  -  1 2-1
According to  Ohm's Law, the distribution o f e le ctr ic  current in a 
resistive  medium w ill produce potential drop® The potential gradient 
(dv/dr) is  stated as the rate of change of potential with small 
increment o f distance® Ohm's Law states that
f  i








At in fin ity  the potential must be zero, so the constant C is  zero 
and
V 2~$
Bo Theory of Images®
I f  the medium is  not homogeneous, the current distribution is  
not uniform in a ll  directions® The boundary of two d ifferent media 
w ill produce many e ffects  in current distribution® The mathematical 
solution for this two-media case can be solved by the application of 
Maxwell’ s theory of images (JEANS, 192$J JAKOSKY, 19$7)o
I f  a difference in res is t iv ity  exists on a formation boundary 
(see Fig® 2-1) i t s  e ffe c t  may be represented by placing a plate with 
defin ite transmission and re flection  characteristics at the boundary 
Assume a current source distant at (P) above the plate* Considerirg 
the phenomenon fo r  the moment as one o f ligh t transmi ssion, an 
observer at (A) facing the plate would see the point (P) by looking 
at it s  image ( l ) o  The ligh t at (A) would be that received d irectly  
from (P) plus the amount reflected  by the plate and appearing to 
come from the image ( l ) «  I f  the dimming o f the apparent source at 
( I ) ,  due to re fle c t io n , be indicated by a factor (k),  the ligh t and 
by analogy the potential at (A) is  equal to  the amount at the source 
diminished by the geometric e ffe ct  o f distance ( i / r )  plus the amount 
re flected , so
vA - £ L U -  ♦ JL.1
U 7T L r x r2 J
2—6
P
Fig. 2—1 Conditions on Boundary Between
Two Media of Different Resistivity
8An observer facing the plate at (B) sees the source (P) at an 
intensity reduced by transmission through the plate. The amount trans­
mitted i s  the original intensity minus the amount lost through re fle c ­
tion , which inturn is  proportional to (k) times the original intensity. 
Therefore, the ligh t and by analogy the potential at (B) is
VB =
_ ft I
47cr a -* ) 2-rj
Continuity o f the potential requires that in the boundary pHane
I V  1 V
where r. = r , = r_ , V and V are eoual, at the boundary — —* — — —4 
z 3 9 A B Pi n n
where n i s  taken along the direction normal to  the boundary. Therefore
<?I
^ (1+k) = £ r (1- k)
hence





1+k = — £  P*
£  +
The factor (k) expresses the hypothetical "electrification** o f a plane 
between two media o f different re s is t iv it ie s  due to a point source and 
it s  image. This factor is  called the "reflection  fa ctor". Usually the 
re flection  factor between earth and air i s  a special factor, because 
the re s is t iv ity  o f  air is  in fin ite , and is  designated as (kl ) .  Thus
k* — n  ^  _ j, ~
+ f? I + <?/£,>
or ,   J5
k* = - -----^ —  = 1 2-9
9C* Single Layer Problenu
Application o f this principle of continuity at a boundary is  
illustrated  by a calculation o f the potential distribution resulting 
from two current electrodes beneath the ground surface* This 
theoretical problem corresponds to a f ie ld  application o f a four- 
electrode configuration with buried electrodes (Fig* 2—2)* I f  the 
point (A) is  considered as current source ( I )  and (B) as the corresponding 
current sink ( - 1 ), the potential distribution at the surface is  
obtained by considering the e ffects  of both sources, (A) and (B), 
and their images, (a ' ) and (B ' )* The intensities o f the images 
are ( k ' l )  and (—k ' l ) ,  respectively* Applying Equation 2-9, (lc  ^ ) 
is  seen to be equal to  1* Hence, the images have the strength ( i )  
and ( —1) ,  respectively* The potential difference between (P) and 
(Q) due to a source o f  strength ( i )  at (a ; is
2-10
and that due to an image I at Ar is
2-11
Similar relations apply to the potential difference at the same 
points resulting from the source at (B) and it s  image at (B* )• 








F ig . 2-2 Pour Points and Images on Boundary
As electrodes approach the ground surface, or the boundary, 
the electrodes and their images approach each other and fin a lly  
combine to become points having both current strength and re flected  
strength a t the boundary* i '  ■ (l+ k )l*  I f  the upper medium is  a ir , 
for  idle f ie ld  method, the re s is t iv ity  o f  the a ir  i s  in fin ite  so the 
re fle c tio n  factor i s  k ' »  1* Thus equation 2-10 becomes
with similar changes in the other three equations* For the e le ctr ica l 
r e s is t iv ity  calculations i t  i s  more convenient to think o f the current 
d istribution  from a source on the surface o f  the earth as being in 
a or hemispherical direction*
2-14
11
D» Two Layer Problem*
The two layer problem is  an extention o f the single layer 
problem* The two layer problem consists of two boundaries separating 
three media* For the geophysical case the upper boundary is  the 
boundary of the air and earth, having a re fle c tion  factor o f ( k ' ) «  
Mathematical solutions can be obtained by applying Maxwell's theory 
o f images (ROMAN, 1930, 1933, 1953, 1959, I960) or applying solutions 
by Bessel functions (MAEBA, 1955)* However, image solution is  easier 
to understand, hence many solutions have been achieved by th is method*
Consider a uniform layer (1) o f  thickness (d) and re s is t iv ity  
( f i )  overlying a sem i-infinite homogeneous medium (2 ) o f r e s is t iv ity  
( ^ 2 ) (Fig* 2—3 )• This geological two-layer structure corresponds 
to an e le c tr ica l three-layer problem, the upper layer o f which has 
a r e s is t iv ity  o f ?Q=co . Assume that a current source I 0 and a sink 
- I 0 are located at the boundary o f media 0 and 1*
Solution o f  the current and potential d istribution  is  fa c ilita te d  
by considering the e ffe cts  o f the source and sink independently and 
then combining them* Furthermore the solution fo r  the potential due 
to the sink ( - 10) at any point on the lin e  passing through the source 
and sink can be obtained from the solution for  the potential due to  
the source (Io )  by replacing (x ) ,  the distance o f the point from ( i o ) ,  
by (L-x) where (L) i s  the distance between the source and sink* Thus 
the problem reduces to  calculating the potential due to  the source 
( l G) * This i s  most readily accomplished by assuming that in  addition 
to  ( i o )  there ex ists  an in fin ite  number o f images o f I0* I t  w ill  be 
evident from the preceding problem (single layer problem) that the 
re la tive  raagnitudes o f  the current source and i t s  e le c tr ica l images
12
w ill depend on the values of the r e s i s t i v i t i e s  of the media in  which 
the images are assumed to  e x is t  *




? - 3  Two-t i e r  P r o b l e m and
P o s i t i o n s  o f  Images
13
E* Electrode Configurations*
Seven different electrode systems are widely used in field 
operations* Of these seven, described below, the first two are most 
frequently used*
(1) The Wenner-Oish—Kooney configuration has two potential 
electrodes placed in a line with the two current electrodes, so that 
the distances between the electrodes are equal* With (a) as the 
distance between the electrodes, the expressions for the configuration 
factor and the resistivity, from equation 1-2 and 1-U, are 
F - a
p c 2tc fta
2-1^
2-16
(2) The Lee Partitioning method is similar to the Wenner 
configuration, with an additional potential electrode provided 
halfway between Px and P2* Two potential measurements are made, 
one for the left and smother for the right interval*
F - 2a
f  *= U^rRa
(3) The Asymmetrical Double Probe method has an electrode 
arrangement with the two potential electrodes placed asymmetrically 
between two current electrodes* The two potential electrodes are 
at distance (a) and (29.) from one current electrode* The ether 
current electrode is at a much larger distance* If (1) is the 




f - 2 it K 2a(l-a)(l-2a) 
(l-2a)* + al
2-17
This equation will give the Y/enner formula when 1 “ 3a.
(I;) The Asymmetrical Single Probe method results from the 
last (3 ) by using only one potential electrode at distance (a) from 
a current electrode and measuring the potential difference between
this potential electrode and remote electrode* Then
2-18
P - 2nR .
(5) The Double Equidistant Probe method is a modification 
of configuration (3)* Potential electrodes are placed at (a) and 
(2a) from the first current electrode, and the second current 
electrode is far removed, i»e«, C2 is placed at infinity* Thus, 
C2PX * C2P2 * ° ° and
P  ■ U"* Ra
(6) The Double Probe method with Unequal Probe Spacing differs 
from the last by an unequal electrode spacing and is generally used 
with potential electrodes in a line at right angles to the current 
electrode line* If C^P^ “ a and C1P2 ■ b, and C2 is placed at 
infinity, then
(7) The Single Probe method corresponds to configuration U* 
with one current electrode at infinity* Potential difference is 
measured between the potential electrode and the other electrode* 
Because C2PX " C2P2 m°Q , and C^Pi m<X)9 C1P2 * a,
F « 2a 2-19
F . ^ab
2-20b-a
P -  2 7cR ab
F * a
P * 2 r^fta
2-21
15
H I #  NEW COfFIGUHATIONS
Two new electrode configurations are discussed in this chapter#
The electrode arrangement consists essentially of two pairs of 
electrodes# The two electrodes in each pair have a fixed separation (a). 
The distance between the two pairs is much larger than (a) and is 
called the electrode pair separation (r)# In the first configuration 
one pair of electrodes is composed of two current electrodes and 
the other pair is composed of two potential electrodes (see Figure 5-1)# 
In the second configuration each pair of electrodes is composed of 
a current electrode and a potential electrode (see Figure >*3)*
For simplicity these two new configurations are called the A—config­
uration and the B—configuration#
A» The A-C on figuration*
In this configuration, one electrode pair is composed of current 
source electrode Cx and sink electrode C2 (see Figure 3 1), and the 
other pair is composed of two potential electrodes and P2#
Fi r . j - 1 T'-'o A-co:i^i'V-r tion and Dizt'v ce Relation
16
The resistivity of the earth measured by this configuration 
can be calculated from the potential difference between the two 
potential electrodes Px and P2« To obtain a mathematical solution of 
the potential difference, the potential at a point is first derived* 
If a potential electrode, not necessarily in a straight line 
with the current electrodes, is placed within a infinite homogeneous 




Fig. 3-2. An Electric Dipole in anInfinite Homogeneous Medium
Let the distance
CiC2 * a
P CA - rx
Q ^PCX ** ^PCxX ^  ^PC2X
17
Let the distance from P to the point (C) located at the center of 
line CXC2, equal (r). The potential at P is, from equation 2—£
V.
U ic r / 3—1




£r*+ ( £  — arCos6>J** rjjL ♦ )2 — — Cos6>J*
£r* + ( “  )2 ~ arCosO]2- * r j l  ♦ (|^)2 *  £  C os© ]*
3-2
When r »  a,
(%> )2 2r
Therefore—
is so small that the value is negligible®
rx - r jl - ^  Cos q J*
r z - r[1 ♦ £  Cos 0j*
and
I f  f *
E tc j r(l - —  Cos0 )tL r
1
r(l "♦ ^ Cos q >  r }
3-2a
3-la
From the binomial theorem:
(x*y ) ■= xr‘tnxn~1«r-*(n-l)xn~2ya * n(n-l)(n-2) „n-3,^
1-2-3 y • • #
so that — £
(l_£Cos$)*« 1 Cos 0 * Cos©) ---  3_£b
d*acos0) - i  -^ rd r  ^cos0+ iiK il(n v (acose )l - v r 2 r 1*2 r
The odd terms will cancel when subtracted. The fourth and higher
18
terms contain powers of £  Cos0 which are negligibly small* Therefore:
VP "  i H r (r ) (1  * l r C o a 9 ~  1 + f r Cos© + —  )
** ( ^fLPosQ)
1± 'K r ' v2r
. I g_ aCos 0
4 7T r2 3-lc
When used for electrical resistivity surveying, the electrodes are 
usually arranged in a straight line* Therefore, for this special case 
0  - 0 025 9  • l
Vfhen the electrodes are all placed on the earth’s surface, the current 
flux in the conducting medium is doubled (see SingleL&yer Problem, Ch* 2)* 
The resistivity of the air,fo, is taken as infiniteJ the resistivity 





We can consider the two current electrodes as a point C which 
has the current strength (la), and a distance r from the point P* 
The value of potential at P, due to current la at C, is inversely 
proportional to the square of distance (r)«
As illustrated in Fig* 3—1* the distance from the middle of 
cica to the middle of PXP2 is (r), and each electrode separation 
within pairs is (a) so that
P,C - r - &
2
P C » r ♦ £2  2
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Thus the potential at each potential electrode is:
and the potential difference between Px and P2 is? 
* V, - Vo
■ (ia)Pi 1 1
2 -7T (r - a )2 (r ♦ a)2
- Ia* (?
2 -re r* ♦ a2-at ♦ a2 ♦ ar ^
Relative to T






2 it r [ r—a r+a J
- iaJl (i)f ?*, ^2 -7C r r 2—^ 2 *
m  I f .  2aa 
^ ^  r(r2-a2)
if r>a, r3» r a 2, therefore




The resistivity of the earth fj can be derived from this equation*
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or from (3-Ua)
f? « 2 7X7 I (*V) ( 3-5a
The above solution is applicable at any point in line with the 
current electrodes in the medium* It is similar to the potential 
of an electric dipole (HARM/ELL J SMYTHE, 195>0). The dipole solution 
for potential is often used in oil well lateral type resistivity 
logging* For surface resistivity measurement however, this solution
be obtained as follows:
Refer to Figure 3-1•
7X ■ IS- (i-----i)27T r—a r «= US.
a
27c r(r-a)
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In this configuration, a potential electrode is placed a 
distance (a) apart from the current source Cx, and the other potential 
electrode P2 is a distance (a) from current sink C2* These two pairs 
are- placed a distance (r) apart* For simplicity assume the electrodes 
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If r>>a, then ^  1 r-a
and





In the field operation, if we adjust the current flow so that 
n_a. or, more accurately, a / r_.
“T" I 731'
is an integer, then the
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resistivity value may be obtained directly by multiplying the 4  V 
reading by that integer*
If r * 2a, this configuration will become the Wenner configura­
tion.
In lateral dcvicesof cil well resistivity survey^ the distance 
relation is the reverse of B-configuration* In lateral device the 
distance (a) is extended so that a ^ r #  If we let 
R * a + (r-a) * r
A “ r_a (See Fig. 3-U)
Pig, 3-4 The Modified B-conffiguration
Then the equation for lateral resistivity can be obtained as follows:
Vx - UL2 w *r_L.L R-A " i] - IiL2-nr M i w o ]
Vo - I(? 11_^ i£.f —A 12 n ju R R-A J 2 rc [. R(R-A)J
aV -  Vj, -• v2
- m  r a
i r  [ J 3-9
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This equation can also be obtained directly from equation 3-7♦
If we let - F then (? -
Thus the resistivity p can be obtained from the potential 
difference ^ V by multiplying by a constant* This completes the 
derivation of resistivity equations and configuration factors for 





IV4 APPLICATICN OF NEW CONFIGURATIONS TO DEPTH PROBING AND
LATERAL TRAVERSING
The interpretation of experimental resistivity results is based 
on the measurement of apparent resistivity, (ft)* The apparent 
resistivity can be generalized by the equation




i /f - f —  - i_____i_ ♦ _ i n  i-u
LclPl c2px cxp2 c2p2 J
(R) is called the configuration resistance and (F) the configuration 
factor* (See Fig* U*-l) •
Fig, 4-1 Distance relation of ElectrodeConfiguratjon in Resistivity Method
The Vo._^e of the apparent resistivity obtained from this equation 
is governed by the position of the electrodes and the distribution 
of resistivity within the earth* It is the aim of the resistivity 
method to determine the true earth resistivity distribution by
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measuring the variation of apparent resistivity with variation of the 
arrangement and spacing of electrodes*
Certain simplifying assumptions are often made about the types 
of resistivity distributions which occur in practice* Theoretical 
resistivity curves are obtained by calculating the resistivity values 
under such assumptions* Comparison of theoretical curves and field 
resistivity curves will often times give important information con­
cerning the subsurface structure* A common example among such as sump- 
tions is the two horizontal layer problem.
Two general approaches are used for taking resistivity measure­
ments in the field* VflLth the first, the center of the electrode spread 
remains fixed but the spacing of electrodes is progressively increased 
until the maximum desired depth of penetration is reached* This 
method locates horizontal discontinuities in conductivity and makes 
it possible to determine their depths* The name depth probing, or 
vertical profiling is given to this method* In the second type of 
measurement the electrode spacings are fixed and the array of elec­
trodes is moved with constant spacing from one place to another*
The values of apparent resistivity are plotted at the midpoints*
Data are contoured or profiled over the area of interest* This method 
is called lateral resistivity traversing, or horizontal profiling*
A. Depth Probe Method.
The quantitative interpretation of resistivity data has been the 
subject of mathematical studies for many years* Numerous papers about 
this subject have appeared in the geophysical literature* However,
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in spite of the attention that has been given to the problem, it is 
very difficult to obtain reliable results by applying theoretical 
analysis to resistivity data obtained in the field. This is because 
the theory thus far worked out can only be applied to simple models* 
such as multiple layers (up to four) separated by plane* preferably 
parallel, interfaces* It is seldom that the rock formations near the 
earth's surface exhibit such a simple stratification in electrical 
properties* The variations in resistivity are usually much more 
complex both in the lateral and vertical directions#
Local resistivity variations can be tested by traversing along 
the line of the probe using a constant electrode spacing or by running 
probe lines in different azimuths keeping their centre points fixed 
(HUBBERT, 193k)* Unfortunately these methods are very time consuming 
and are rarely employed in the field# As a possible alternative to 
the above procedures, a method has recently been described by 
CARPENTER (1955) whereby three resistances are measured for each 
separate electrode spacing#
B» Lateral Traversing Method#
Lateral traverse investigations are usually conducted to determine 
lateral variations associated with fault zones, contacts of different 
formations, variation in depth to formerly determined beds, etc.
Lateral resistivity measurements are often termed “ constant depth“ 
traverses, horizontal profiling, traversing method, or electrical 
trenching* Measurements are carried out, as the terms indicate, 
by moving the electrode configuration with the fixed electrode
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spacing (a) as a unit along a traverse line that crossed the area*
The line of electrode configuration is generally either along or 
perpendicular to the traverse line* Variations in resistivity are 
plotted against the traverse distance* The measurements can be summar­
ized or represented in the form of profiles or maps of resistivity, 
according to circumstances* These are comparable to the geological 
cross sections and maps prepared by the geologist*
This method can be used very well for the location of local bodies 
of contrasting resistivity, especially if these bodies are near the 
surface* The interpretation of resistivity data obtained by this 
method is difficult because there are many factors affecting the 
magnitude and variation of measured resistivity values* The amount of 
change will depend mainly upon (1) electrode configuration, (2) relative 
resistivities of the local body and the surrounding rock, and (3) the 
size and depth of the body* More detailed discussion of the lateral 
traversing method is presented in Chapter VI*
C* Theoretical Consideration*
From the viewpoint of field survey, time consumption is an 
important aspect of the electrical resistivity work* The developement 
of continuous resistivity measuring methods will of course simplify 
the work and reduce time consumption* Also, this develop ment would 
make it possible to apply horizontal traverse, depth probe, local 
resistivity determination and other techniques to a whole area, or 
any special spot in the area of exploration, within a short time* A 
method and apparatus for continuous electrical exploration was invented
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and patented by J® J* Jakoskyo However, the Jakosky method has 
not been widely used in field survey# It may be possible that 
application or adaptation of A-configuration or B-configuration to 
the Jakosky method will develop a quick and dependable method for 
electrical resistivity surveying®
It is clear, from equation 1-2, that the apparent resistivity 
measurement is dependent upon the configuration resistance, (R), and 
the configuration factor, (F)® (R) varies with the resistivity of
the earth and with electrode spacing® (F) is a fuction of electrode 
spacing® '"Then a four-electrode configuration is applied to depth 
probing of a homogeneous medium, the value of (F) is inversely 
proportional to the value of (R) in a semi-infinite homogeneous and 
isotropic medium where the resistivity ( P) is constant® According 
to equation 1-2,
P ■ 2ttRF 1-2
If we solve for (R), then
R - U-l
2^ F
where, from equations 3-U and 3-8, the value of (F) is
F - r<r ~ » > 
A 2a2
for A-configuration U-2
Fr " ™ —
2(r-a)
for B-configuration U-3
For a constant earth restivity value, (R) will be inversely pro­
portional to the value of (F)® If we substitute the equation 
for (F) into equation U—1, the variation of (R) with increase 
of electrode pair separation (r) v/ill be obtained®
Tables U-l and U-2 are the variation of (F) for respectively* 
A-configuration and B-configuration vrith increase of (r) expressed 
in units of (a)* This variation can be shown graphically* Figures 
U-2 and U-3 show the variation of (F) plotted from the data in 
Tables 1*-1 and U-2®
D® A-Configuration®
From equations 1-2 and l*-2, Table li-1, and Fig® ii-2, it can 
be seen that the measurement of earth resistivity is very sensitive 
to the electrode pair separation (r) for the A-configurationo The 
value of (F) increases rapidly with increase of electrode pair 
separation, (r)® Assuming the resistivity of the earth is not 
changed, (R) will become very small and rather difficult to determine 
accurately® For example, assume that measurements were taken over
g
an infinite homogeneous medium of resistivity 5 x 10 ohm-cm, with 
constant electrode spacing (a) of 100 cm, and electrode pair 
separation (r) increasing in units of (a)® From equations 1-2 and 
for constant resistivity (p), the configuration resistance (R) 
which will be measured from instruments is inversely proportional 
to the configuration factor (F)® The variation of (F), and of (K) 
which would be measured at the instruments, is calculated and 
tabulated in Table U—3«
In this examp3.e, the assumed resistivity value of the earth,
5 x 105 ohm-cm, is not an extreme value for common rocks* This 
example also illustrates how deep the A-configuration can meas­
ure before instrumental difficulties occur® A mathematical
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TABLE li-1
Variation of (F) with increase of (r) 
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Change o f (F) and (R) with the Increase o f Electrode 
Separation over an In fin ite Homogeneous Medium
(Assume that P  ■ 5 x 10® ohm—cm)
Electrode Pair Configuration
Separation Factor



































2.563 x 10s 
6.632 x 10 
2.653 x 10








7.288 x 10_x 
5.830 x 10_x 
ii. 737 x 10_x
3.901 x 10_x 
3.251 x 10"i  
2.738 x lo "x
2.327 x 10~x 
1.991* x 10"1 
1.723 x 10_x 
1.1*93 x 10"x 
1.311 x 10"x 
1.153 x 10"x 
1.020 x 10_x 
9.069 x 10“ * 
8.097 x 10-2 
7.260 x 10-2
6. 531* x i o y
5.901 x 10_*
analysis o f the depth of penetration of Wenner configuration was 
published by H* M* Evjan (1938)® I t  is  usually stated that the depth 
o f  penetration o f the Wenner configuration is  approximately equal 
to  i t s electrode spacing (a )* No mathematical analysis for the depth 
o f penetration o f  the A-configuration has been done© However, i t  is  
clear from Fig* 3-1 that the depth of penetration o f the A-configuration 
is  less than the total configuration distance, (r+a)* Instrumentally, 
the reading o f (R) for  the A-configuration w ill be fa ir ly  d if f icu lt ,  
in this example, i f  the depth probe is  expanded to r ■ 12a* The 
value o f (R) w ill decrease to such a small value that any change in 
resistiv ity  due to inhomogeneity o f the earth, or two layer or three 
layered media, or any other changes in the earth -resistiv ity , w ill 
be concealed in this very low value of (R)* I f  the electrode pair 
separation (r) i s  expanded further, the reading w ill be even more 
d ifficu lt*  I t  is  rather d if f icu lt  to state a c r it ica l  distance 
for a depth probe survey* I f  r * 12a is  close to the instrumental 
lim it, the depth of penetration w ill be less than about 13 meters 
for the above example* This value of depth probing is  not satis­
factory for general geophysical surveying* For a depth probing 
method, a depth of several hundred feet is  usually desired. I f  the 
A-configuration is  applied to depth probing, very accurate devices 
for measuring the current and the voltage difference, as well as 
accurate electrode pair separation measurement, w ill be required*
The greatest advantage in this configuration is  that i f  a 
continuous res istiv ity  survey is  done in an area, either depth 
probing or horizontal profiling method, i t  is  not necessary to connect
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the vehicle which carries the current electrode pair to the vehicle 
which carries the potential electrode pair# The values of (I )  and 
( a V) can be obtained separately in the respective vehicles# Separate 
measurement o f £)otential and current in two vehicles may eliminate 
inductive e ffects  on a precision meter#
E# B-Configuration#
From equations l-h  and 3~8, the configuration factor, (F) w ill 
become
j* « ar 
2(r-a)
From this equation i t  can be seen that (F) approaches a/2  as the 
electrode pair separation (r )  increases# I t  is  also apparent that 
(F) is  proportional to  approximately the f i r s t  power of (a) when 
(r) is  large# Therefore, in  fie ld  operations, small inaccuracy o f 
the measurement of (a) when (r ) is  much greater than (a) does not 
cause a very large error in the value o f apparent resistivity#
This property is  very important and helpful when the work is  applied 
to an area where topography is  rather rough and accurate measurement 
of the separation distance is  rather d ifficu lt#  I f  the A-configuration 
is  applied to such areas o f rough terrain, error caused by incorrect 
distance measurement is  more d iff icu lt  to avoid#
Another important property of the B—configuration, according to 
equation 3-8, is  that the reading of configuration resistance (R) 
approaches a value of f/ n  a as the distance (r ) increases, because 
the configuration factor (F) approaches a/2# Thus, for large values
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of ( r ) ,  the B-configuration is  more sensitive to  changes in the earth 
res is t iv ity  than is  the A-configuration* The B-configuration may be 
more useful for detecting small change in earth re s is t iv ity  such as 
caused by a vertical discontinuity, a horizontal discontinuity, a 
change in the dip of the subsurface layer, or change in the earth 
re s is t iv ity  due to anisotropy of the medium* These changes in earth 
res is t iv ity  w ill more strongly a ffect the value of instrumentally 
measured value, (R)*
D ifficu lty  vdth the B-configuration w ill occur when a survey 
traverses a highly resistive rock* Consequently  the measured 
voltage drop V w ill be very high and the current ( I )  w ill be small.  
However, this i s  a common d ifficu lty  o f the e lectrica l res istiv ity  
survey, no matter what configuration is  applied* For the T^enner 
configuration, where
.  _ e _  -  _ e _
2ttF 2*  a
(ten n er) w ill decrease with increase o f (a)* In the B-configuration 
(Rg) w ill increase with increase of electrode pair separation (r ) 
and (Rb ) w ill approach the value of P/rc a , or ?/n where (a) is  
unity* On the other hand, a continuous res istiv ity  survey fo r  depth 
probe method by using the B-configuration can be applied to the f ie ld  
survey by two vehicles where four vehicles are required i f  the Wenner 
configuration is  applied* Only the value (r ) increases for the B- 
configuration*
For the .Tenner configuration, a ll electrode spacings (a) must be 
changed* Therefore, from the viewpoint of f ie ld  operation, operation 
cost, error in  distance measurement, operation time, sen sitiv ity , and 




F* Effect o f Earth Current#
In the area of survey, earth current may be developed by 
electro—chemical action between minerals and the solutions with which 
they are in contact* When the A-configuration is  applied to the 
f ie ld ,  the potential difference due to earth current may be even 
larger than the potential difference due to the applied current*
’’Then the Wenner configuration is  applied to the f ie ld , the 
e ffe ct  o f earth current can be removed by reversing the direction of 
applied current* The two readings are averaged* This technique is  
also applicable to  the A-configuration and B-configuration*
G» Conclusions*
Applying either the A— or B-configuration to both depth probing 
and lateral re s is t iv ity  traversing methods seems to present no 
particular d ifficu lty *  I f  the A-configuration is  applied, precise 
distance measurement and precise instruments are required* In the 
depth probe method, the electrode pair separation (r )  is  expanded 
in units of (a)* In the lateral traversing method, the electrode 
configuration is  carried as a unit along the line o f traverse* The 
distance relation  is  constant and also the depth o f penetration* It  
should be noted that the electrode positions changed with each measir e - 
ment in  both methods* This characteristic shows that the mobility 
o f the electrodes w ill greatly a ffect the ease of the fie ld  operation* 
I f  Jakosky’s continuous resistiv ity  surveying method is  applied to  
the f ie ld ,  A-configuration and B-configuration are more economical 
and easier to apply than the Wenner configuration*
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V# NEW CONFIGURATIONS APPLIED TO LATERAL TRAVERSING 
OF A VERTICAL DISCONTINUITY
Lateral res is tiv ity  investigations are usually conducted to 
determine lateral variations o f earth res is t iv ity  such as those assoc­
iated with fau lt zones, contacts o f d ifferent formations, or variation 
in  depth to  beds previously measured by depth probingo Lateral 
re s is t iv ity  measurements are carried out by moving the electrode con­
figuration as a whole, without changing electrode spacing, along a 
traverse line in  the area of survey* This method is  also termed 
"constant depth” traverse, horizontal p rofilin g  method, traversing 
method, or e le ctr ica l trenching method# Traverse lin es are chosen 
either along the line o f configuration, or perpendicular to it#
Measured res is t iv ity  values fire generally plotted against the traverse 
distance# Each res istiv ity  value i s  plotted at the center point of 
the electrode configuration# The results can be summarized in the 
form o f p ro files  or as maps o f re s is t iv ity , according to  circumstances# 
These p rofiles  or maps are comparable to  the geological cross sections 
and maps prepared by the geologist# Sometimes double—depth measure­
ments, in which two measurements are made at each location  with d ifferent 
electrode spacings, w ill be taken of the area o f survey# The differen­
tia tion  o f 'near—surface e ffe cts ” from "deeper structural e f fe c t s ’ 
can often times be accomplished by comparing results o f two different 
electrode spacing, i#e#, two d ifferent depth o f penetration# Resis­
t iv ity  p rofiles  of two d ifferent spacings w ill give more information 
for  comparison with the geologic cross sections# I t  is  clear that the
la tera l traversing method can be used more successfully for subsurface
hO
structure surveying when the geologic conditions o f the area are 
well known©
Interpretation o f res istiv ity  data obtained by lateral investi­
gations requires consideration of many factors which cause variations 
of the measured resistivity®  These factors include electrode config­
uration, relative re s is t iv it ie s  of the affecting body and the surround­
ing rock, s ize , shape, and depth o f the body© Certain assumptions 
can often be made about the types of res is tiv ity  distributions which 
are found in  practice© Based on these assumptions, theoretical 
curves of apparent res is t iv ity  can be computed© Common simplifying 
assumptions made to calculate these theoretical curves are that fau lt 
planes are v ertica l, or that dipping beds or dipping fau lt planes have 
constant dip, and that buried bodies have simple geometric shapes© 
1vith in  lim its imposed by these assumptions, valuable information con­
cerning the actual survey results can sometimes be obtained by comparing 
the theoretical res istiv ity  curves with the measured curves®
Many papers have been published during the past thirty years 
presenting solutions to the simplified problems® There have been 
two groups o f workers, the so called * image school*' and the 'harmonic 
school" respectively, who have attacked the problem of interpretation 
of res istiv ity  data under assumptions o f sim plified geologic conditions©
Solutions o f the ” image school" are based upon Maxwells theory 
o f images© The potential at a point in  a medium is  expressed as that 
due to current flow from current electrodes and their " images" • The 
current from the images is  actually current " reflected  ' from formation 
boundaries® The image solution is  not an exact solution© The current
h i
distribution is  not uniform in  a ll  directions i f  a discontinuity of 
the medium exists near the electrodes* In the image theory, solutions 
can only be considered analogous to the reflections of ligh t from a 
mirror; there is  no way to consider the distortion  o f current d is tr i­
bution due to a boundarye However, deviation o f calculated values 
from exact values i s  often times very small* The mathematics is 
re la tively  simple and equations are expressed as summations o f potential 
due to current electrodes and their images® Therefore this method 
o f  solution is  s t i l l  widely used®
Tagg (1930) was the f i r s t  who applied the method of images to 
obtain res is tiv ity  curves for the tenner configuration traversing 
over a vertical fau lt plane® The f ir s t  image solution for res is t iv ity  
values over a dipping bed, based on the Wenner configuration, was made 
by Aldredge (1933)« A number of papers extending Al dr edge's work 
has been published® However, for a dipping bed problem, the image 
method has a certain lim it of accuracy and application (UNZ, 19535 
MAEDA, 1955)• Image method i s  applicable when electrodes are a l l  in  
the upper medium, but not when the configuration crosses the contact* 
nor when the electrodes are in  the underlying medium® When a boundary 
o f earth media is  parallel to the surface o f  the earth, an exact 
solutions requires the sum of potentials due to an in fin ite  number o f 
images reflected  at the boundary® An example is  given in Chapter VI® 
Image theory applied to a dipping bed problem is  valid  only when the 
dip angle is  a submultiple o f -rz i f  the bottom layer is  perfectly  in­
sulating, or a subraultiple o f */2 i f  the bottom layer is  perfectly 
conductive® I f  the re flection  factor (k) is  other than (+1) or (-1)*
the image method is  not s tr ic t ly  applicable, but the deviations 
caused by th is d istortion  are negligible for small absolute values 
of the re flection  factor (k) and also for small dip angles# A 
detailed discussion was made by M# Unz (1953)•
A special case in the dipping bed problem occurs when the boundary 
plane i s  vertical# Solution across the boundary can be obtained by 
image method for  this case#
To summarize, image solutions are dependable only when applied 
to horizontal parallel layers (described in  Chapter VI) or to a 
vertica l fau lt plane# For the dipping bed problem, Aldredge s 
solution is  close to an exact solution for a limited number of dip angles 
The harmonic school had an early start in  the f ie ld  of potential 
theory, solving potential distribution across a boundary o f d ifferent 
media# I t  has a wide application to gravimetric and magnetic in ­
tensity problems, seismic wave propagation, and e lectr ica l potential 
distribution# I t  has given ever-increasing help in  the solution of 
many geophysical problems# The equations of potentials are obtained 
by solving the B essel's functions# Several harmonic solutions for  
the "tenner configuration, traversing over a dipping layer, (SKALASKAYA, 
19U8J I/AEDA, 1955) or over a buried hemisphere, (COOK, 195U) have 
been published# The mathematics involved is  d if f ic u lt  compared with 
that used in the image method solution#
A# Image Solution for Vertical Fault Plane Problem by Applying 
New Configurations#
The image method can be applied to solve for the 
re s is t iv ity  o f ne.v configurations traversing across a 
fau lt plane# Solutions for the A-configuration
U3
and the B-configuration traversing over a vertical fa u lt plane are 
given here*
When a four-electrode system is  moved as a whole perpendicularly 
toward the fau lt lin e , five  possible positions of the electrodes in 
reference to the fau lt plane are obtained* These fiv e  cases are: (1) 
a l l  electrodes in the f i r s t  medium; (2) only one electrode across the 
fau lt plane5 (3) two electrodes in each medium; (i;) three electrodes 
in second medium; (3>) a l l  electrodes in the second medium* Each case 
should be considered independently* Equations for the new configurations 
are solved for each of these five electrode positions with respect to  
the fault plane* Each of the electrode positions is  illustrated  by 
figures in each case*
The calculated res is t iv ity  values are plotted at the center o f  
the electrode configuration* The res istiv ity  equations are expressed 
in  terms of electrode spacing and distance (d) from the fau lt plane 
to the center of configuration*
According to the theory o f  images, the images must be considered 
when current electrodes and a potential electrode are inside the same 
medium* When they are in opposite sides o f the fault plane, a 
fraction  o f  the current (k l) w ill be reflected  at the fau lt planeo So 
the e ffe ct due to  a current electrode in the other medium is  only 
( l -k ) l*  No image is  considered in this case*
B» Solutions for A-Configuration*
1. Four electrodes in one medium (see Fig* 6-1)*
For this solution the four electrodes are assumed to be in  
one medium o f res istiv ity  (P ,) ,  separated by a vertica l discontinuity
Uh
from a second medium o f  re s is t iv ity  ( f2 )• The distance (d) from the 
center of the configuration to  the fau lt plane is  larger than half 
o f the total electrode spacing (d >£!& ), (a) is  the constant electrode 
spacing, and (r ) is  the electrode pair separation# The source of 
current (I )  is  located at (Cx) and sink (-1 ) is  located at (C2)#
The potential values at each potential electrodes, (P ^  and (P2) ,  
w ill depend upon the current strength o f ( I ) ,  o f ( -1 ) ,  and o f their 
images at (C^) and (C2) resulting from re flection  on the fau lt plane#
5-1  Caee 1 , A -c o n f i"u r n t io n  : A l l  
E le c tro d e s  In  The E l^ st T'ediuLi
The potential at (Px) due to the source ( i )  at (Cx) is
ifi ( ) ,  and the potential at the same point (P i) due to the
2^  r-a
sink (—1) at (C2) is  —iS  ( i )# The potential resulting from the imaged 'K r '
U5
at (Cx) is
I  f? ( k v 
2 tt CiPx; I f f2 "7T ________ *___________.1 -  IS  U L )£Z* ♦ d + d -  I-~a- 1 2*»c 2d *'2 2 J1 2
Similarly, the potential due to the image o f (—1) at (C2)
±S 2^* 2d+a  ^ inhere k * (fVf?)/fe+ f?) (see Equation 2-8)*
The tota l potential at (Px) i s  therefore
,Ig
2*r [V i----i)  + k(_i -  _JL )1L ^  * '2d 2d+a'J 5-1
Similarly the potential at (P2 ) is  
V2 L£2-rr- f ( i  -  — ) ♦ k(__i -  “  i  )1r L* r V  V2d-a 2d j 5-2
Hence we have for  the potential difference 
AV -  Vx -  V2
If? f  2a
2nr[Tf
_^____ ♦ k(2L. — -A - — J L  \
r(ra-a2 ) d 2d+a 2d-a' 5-3
The potential drop o f A-configuration obtained from f ie ld  measurement 
i s ,  from equation 3-fc
a V * i f e  f" 2a2____
2 ^ 1^ r (r2-a 2)]
3-U
therefore by equating 6-3 and 3 -i;, and solving for (Pa), the apparent 
re sistiv ity  becomes
. , / r f r2— . n l l
5-Uf a  -  f j l  ♦ k(r.Cr8"ag ).) / X _  _1_ -  _ 1 , \' L 2as '  '  d 2d+a 2d-P J
2* Cne Electrode in the Second Medium (Fig* 5-2)•
The potential at (Px) is  the same as in case 1* The potential 
at (P2) must be considered as being due to a source o f strength 
( l -k ) l  at (Cx) and a sink o f ( l -k ) ( - l )  ■ (k - l ) l  at (C2 )»
U6
U L roctlon  or  T rivor^ e
F i ? .  ^ 2  Case 2 , A -co n fi^ u  'a t l o n : One 
E le c tro d e  In  Second Iledlum
Thus,
VX - I f l .2^ r
V2 -  I£L
21C
(—  -  i)  -*■ k(JL -
L *-* r 2d
( l —k ) ( i  -  — )1
r r V J
2d+a‘
So the total potential difference 
a V -  Vx -  Va
-  I£
2k
2a2 + k( J . _ JL_ «. 1 -  1 J
?(r2-aa) 2d 2d+a r r+a J
The apparent res is t iv ity  can be obtained by combining equations 
5-7 and 3-h• .






3* Two Electrodes in the Second Medium (Fig* 5—3)*
In this case, potentials at (Px) and (Pz ) are both con­
sidered as due to a source o f strength ( l -k )I  at (Cx) and (k - l )I  
st ( Cjg ) •
5-3  Case 3 , A -c o n f ig u r a t io n : Tvro 
E le c tro d e s  In  Second Medium
Vi
V*
So, for the to ta l potential difference 
*V -  Vx -  Va
Cl­iff - k ) f - 2^ -  1
L r(ra-a2)J
Therefore the apparent res is t iv ity  becomes 





Three Electrodes in the Second Medium Fig* 5-W*
In th is case the potentials at (Px) and (P2) are attributed
to ( I )  at (Cx)> (k - l)I  at (C2J* and (-k l) at the image (C^)
F ig . 5 - 4  Case 4 , A -c o n f ig u r a t io n : Three 
E le c t  odes In  Second Medium
V*






So the total potential difference
AV Vi -  V,
i - f d l a  + k( _2,-------j j+ f i ( k - l ) ( i  "  —  ) }  5-152rr j [r (r-a ) 2d(2d+aJJ r 2d+a J
Therefore the apparent resistiv ity  becomes
3>* Four Electrodes in the Second Medium (Fig* 5—5)»
The potential equations in this case are similar to  Case 1*
According to  equation 2-8f the re flection  factor in  the medium ( g )
is  k2i> v/here 
^21 pi -  p,
<\ + p 2
—kfa
A i -e c f r l qu or T raverse ,.-
fr
*
F ir .  5-5 Case 5 , A -c o n f ig u r a t io n :  A l l  
E le c t r o d e s  In  Second Medium
The potentials w ill be considered as due to a source ( I )  at (C^) 
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i g f i  _
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“  F> * k (25K  "  ld>]
r+a + k^2d ”
The potential difference is









a  mm a  I
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The apparent re s is t iv ity  becomes
2 2
p’ [
i  + k (rlr . :-2*‘ )
2d(l*d -  a 5 » ]
5-20
C** Solutions fo r  B^J on figuration*
1* Four Electrodes in the F irst Medium (Fig* 5-6)•
As shown in Case 1 o f  A-configuration, (d) i s  the distance
from the center of the electrode system to the plane o f discontinuity*
Assume a current source o f  ( I )  at (C*) and a sink (-1 ) at (C2)* The
potential at the electrodes (Px) and (P2) w ill depend on the strength
of ( I )  and (-1 ) which is  introduced into  the earth by a generator,
and their images at (cj.) and (C2) which is  the resu lt of re flection
from the fa u lt  plane* The potential at (P i) due to the source (I )
at (Cj.) i s  (I fp 2 fl-)(I ) dUe to  sink ( -1 )  at (C2) is  •=££-(!}.
a 2 r '
The potential resulting from the image at (Cx) i s  and
2 2d+r/ *
that due to the image at (C2) is  — ~
2 2d-a
Fig. 5-6 Case 1, B-configuration:
Four Electro:les In The First Medium
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Therefore the tota l potential at (Px) is
Vj. -  M - f t l  -  I )  + k ( _ i _  -  -L _ j|  
2/r [ a r 2d+r 2d-a j
Similarly the potential at (P2) is
J H « i  -  i »
• k < _1_____ L. )|
27C L r a 2d+a 2d-r'J
Hence the potential difference is









2* One Electrode in  the Second Medium (Fig* 5-7)•
The potential difference Vx -  V2 due to the source ( I )  at 
(Cx) and i t s  image (C'x) w ill be the same as in Case 1* However, the 
potential due to  (C2) in the second medium ( g )  is  considered as 
being due to  a source of strength ( l - k ) ( - l )  ■ (k—1)1* The potential 
at (Px) is  therefore the sum o f the potentials due to  a source (X) 
at (Cx)> an image (k l) at (C^)# ana a source (k-1) at (C2)*
F ig .  5-7 Case 2 ,  E -c o n f ig u r a t io n :  One 
E le c tro d e  In  The Second Medium
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Thus
V. -  j l . j + ■ g .c ^ in
2 tc l a 2d+r' r J
The potential at (Pa ) is  sim ilarly
V2 - 5— Tp(I + j£_\ + ft(k-l) 1
2 2d+a; a J
Therefore
-  v, -  v.
1 J p (r -a
2 ^ r« [a r > * * z iS f e d ^ N H I
From equation 3—7, fo r  the actual f ie ld  resu lt
aV -  m  f2 ( r -a )~l
2 7T L ar J
Therefore by equating equations 5-27 and 3-7,
^  + k ( ( 2 d ^ K 2 d ^
+ PU ' 2 4
Two Electrodes in Each Medium (Fig* 5-8)
F ig .  5*3 Case 3# B - c o n f ig u r a t io n : Two 






The potential at (Px) is  due to the source ( i )  at (Cx)5 (k l) at (C^), 
and (k -l)  at (C2)o
vi  "  f p ( i  ♦ j£__) + 1
2* Lr‘ a 2d+r' r J
5-29
The potential at (P2) is  considered as due to ( l -k )I  at (Cx), (-1 ) 
at (C2) , and (-k ) (-1 ) ■ kl at (C2) .  So that
Thus the potential difference 
A V * Vx -  V2
-  jL-In[r-a + u f2
2„ f c S  * *  [!
r -a  +  ^ ( 2d 
ar r(r+2d) > ] }
5-31
Therefore the apparent re s is t iv ity  becomes
e -c i  * k  < ?£ f W ♦fi 1 ♦ w-f da Cl2 (r-a)"("r+2d) J $-32
Note that in this case the value o f (d) is  decreasing when the center 
o f the configuration approaches the fau lt plane* After the center 
point has passed through the fau lt plane, the distance (d) is  conr- 
sidered negative* This is  the only case in  which we shall consider 
the sign o f the distance (d)* For sim plicity, (d) is  considered 
positive in  a l l  other cases*
l*. Three Electrodes in the Second Medium (Fig* 5-9)*
Fir. 5-° Oci~e -f, B-conf tjuration: Three 
Fleetrees ; In Second Median
51*
In th is case the potentials at (Px) and (P3) are due to  the 
sources (1 -k )I at (Cj.), (—1) at (C2) ,  and kl at the image (C^)*
Vi -  T s ild s i + p { k X1 -|
2*1 a K 2 d ^ - ? t J
v2 « i~  r p‘ ( i ~k). + p2 2t [  r 51 _k__2d-*r
) J
- J ) ]
The potential d ifference is










A ll Electrodes in the Second Medium (Fig* 5-10).
F i " .  8 -10 Case 5 , B - c o n f ig u r a t io n : A l l  
E le c tro d e s  In  Second Medium
This case i s  similar to Case 1 except the re flection  factor is  (-k )«
Vx -  IS2n (r  -  b  + k (
i
2d-r 2d+a 5-37
V a -  &2 2k £f  - :  * k ' s i r  '  s t - ' J 5-38
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The potential difference is
A V  * If*2 n 2il=al + k (i£__ 2ar i,d-r2 - riM
ig [2 ( ^ 2  + kkd ( ..1 . _ 1  0
2X [ ar \ d  - r  kdz -a  ' }
Therefore the apparent resistivity is




VI. NEW CONFIGURATIONS APPLIED TO DEPTH PROBES 
IN TTO LAYERED MEDIA
One of the most important interpretations of earth resistivity 
data is that for a two layered media problem. The potential distri­
bution in a two layered earth problem has been investigated by many 
workers* The earth is assumed to consist of two horizontal layers of 
different conductivity* Early investigation had dealt with the po­
tential distribution about a point electrode placed on the earth* s 
surface. As long ago as 1873# Jo £• Max "fell treated the problem by 
calculating a system of electrode images* In 1929, Hummel applied 
the method of images to the problem of an earth underlying a single 
horizontal parallel overburden, but gave the results without showing 
their derivation* The form of the derivation was indicated and some 
numerical values were given* He introduced the concept of apparent 
resistivity based on Wenner' s formulation (1915)# which had been 
presented earlier* This was followed by several papers (TAGG, 1930  ^
ROMAN, 1931J HUBBERT, 193k), repeating, extending the results, or 
furnishing tables of resistivity values for various electrode 
spacings, reflection factors, and overburden thicknesses* The method 
of images is direct and relatively simple* It leads to an infinite 
series whose evaluation may prove tedious, but which requires little 
advanced mathematics*
Hummel's technique is based on the premise that there is an in­
finite number of current sources at the positions of mirror images 
of the electrodes as they would be reflected optically by the parallel
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interfaces of discontinuity* Because each reflection involves a loss 
of intensity (as in the analogous optical case) and successive 
reflections correspond to increasingly distant sources, it is only 
necessary to consider the effect of the first few reflections to 
obtain a useful approximation of the potential* In the case of a 
surface layer of resistivity overlying an infinitely thick parallel 




I t S k
(l + (£lh)3)* 2 v-L(k ♦ )• J
6-1
inhere (a) is the electrode separation for the Wenner arrangement,
(h) is the thickness of the fj layer, and (k), the resistivity contrast, 
is given by equation 2-8* Equation 6—1 is an infinite series with
the n-th term having the form
r 1n
(l+(2nh)2)* 0i+2nh)2)*o » 6-2
Since (k) is always less than unity, the series converges, i*e*, 
the terms approach aero as (n) increases, and only a limited number 
of terms (each corresponding to a successive ''multiple reflection* ) 
is needed to reduce the error to less than some chosen limit*
In 1930, Tagg presented a method of interpretation of resistivity 
data obtained with the Wenner configuration* Detailed discussions 
of theoretical considerations, derivations of formulas, and a method 
of interpretation similar to Tagg's method have been published by 
Irwin Roman (1931, 1933, 19U1, 1953, 1959, I960). For calculations 
involving formulas 6-1 and 6-2, it is very convenient to use the 
tables given by Roman, 1931♦
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Similar formulas described above may be obtained for both the 
^.-configuration and the B-c configuration by applying the same method 
of images# Consider the two layer problem of a homogeneous and 
isotropic medjum of resistivity fj and uniform thickness (h) overlying 
a serai—infinite medium of finite resistivity • The depth to the 
interface is to be investigated using an expanding electrode probe 
for which the electrode pair separation (r) is expanded but the 
electrode spacing (a) is kept constant# See Fig# 6-1•
A# General Theory#
In Fig# 6-2, the upper layer is bounded by air (resistivity 
If the current is supplied at two points, (Cj.) and (C2), the potential 
distribution at the surface can be calculated by considering a source 
(I) at (Cx), a sink (-1) at (C2), and the images of this source and 
sink that are produced by reflections on the resistive formation of
&lower boundary and on the earth s surface* The source (I) is 
reflected at the boundary and produces the image Ix * (kl)*
The value of (k) is equal to (£-ft)/(fJ+ft), for it applies to the 
formation boundary of ft and • The image Ij, is now reflected at 
the earth s surface and produces the image e k kl above** In this 
case (k) is applied to the boundary between the upper medium and air* 
Because the resistivity of the air (fi) is infinite, (k) is one 
(Equation 2-9)* Hence, the image I* » kl* The image source 1^, will 
be reflected similarly as Ix* The potential at any surface point 
will therefore result from a summation of an infinite series of 
images* Thus, Ix * kl at depth 2hJ 1^ * kl at a height 2hJ I2 * k2I 
at a depth l*h; I2 ■ k2I at a height Uh, and In * k I at a depth at 
2nh and 1^ » kni at a height 2nh* Because In * ♦ I f * 2kni,
and the potential at any point on the surface is given by the 
equation
where (r ) is the distance ffcom the n-th image to the potential 
electrode*
By applying equation 6—3, we can find the potential at each 
potential electrode* By applying equations 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3, we 
can obtain theoretical resistivity values for the A-configuration 
and the B-c on figuration*
6-3
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Fig. 6-2 Two Layer Case 
A-oonfigurati on
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B* Solutions for the A-Configuration«
Referring to Fig* 6—2 and by applying equation 6-3, we obtain
- II2n aha7*Ji_ - i +§- 2kn r____ l __________________r -a  r £ , l[(r -a )2+Unah2J! [ r ^ V ]
1 ,  -  1




< -fejL, ♦ 2  2k‘ 
2 ^  ] TcT’Ia2) £,
n
6-6
u r ^ T ^ h ^
+ ___1___________ ?
[(r+a^+Un*^]4 [r2+i*n2ha ]' J
In field operation, the apparent resistivity value is obtained from 
the reading of current (I) and potential difference 4V* Thus,






-  Tr(ra-a a ) ~|
" 1 1 2a3 Jf. - &c£L-}
w ith equation 6^6 to  obtain
p  f 2aa ~U p J 2 a * _  + o  2kn["_______i _____________
U  ( r(r2-a 2)j ' J r (r3-a 2) m, ( jt r -a ^ + lt a V ]*
* _____1_____ __ I.2J.l.„2uS_iFj[(r+a)2+Un2haj^  f(ra+lin8hB"j 6-7
or
DO




IT the constant electrode spacing (a) is taken as unit distance, 
the electrode pair separation (r) can be expressed in terms of (a)* 
When r * xa,
ft  - f i l l*  * (x2—1 ) 2 2 k ) - ------1----- 5_ r
\ «*• (R x -l)a*lin*h2 f
1




In this configuration, if (r) increases, that is, (x) increases,
the terras of the summation will become smaller* This can be found
from equation 6-7b* As r * xa increases, the values (x-l)2  ^ (x+l)B 
2and X in the function will become nearly the same, so the total 
value in the summation approaches zero* However, the multiplying 
factor before the summation is x(x2-l), which increases rapidly 
as r * xa increases* This will more than compensate for the decrease 
inside the summation* The terms in the summation can be considered 
as the effect of {potential values due to reflected images* When (r) 
is large, this effect will be larger than the corresponding effect 
for the Wenner configuration*
C* Solutions for the B-Configuration„
Referring to Fig* 6—3, and equation 6—3, the potential at each 
potential electrode of the B-configuration can be calculated* The 
distance from each image at depth (2nh) or height (2nh) to electrodes 
Pi and Pa are £a2+(2 n h' )]* and £r* + (2 *hf]*% (see Fig. 6-3}
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Vx i f f / i  _*CM
Vo »  i f f / i2 2T\r
a  v  - l £ / ^ ( r - a )
a r
AV l 5 /2  , Zr ,n j  1_____ 1  \ \
**\  *Mk 1 fa2+ (2n h )^ “ fr2+(2nh)1!bA) y
Equating 3-7 and 6—9 the apparent r e s is t iv ity  in the B-configuration 
is
2 (r -a )
ar
- p(2k=al + hfknf 1______ 1 l\
ar f[az+( 2nh)2]i (r2+(2nh)2/JJ
6-10
I f  we le t  r * xa, we obtain
^  “ ^ f1 + f^l) f, k lfl+(2nh)*)* "{x2+(^2h)2ji
' a a
In th is theoretical two layer case, i f  the distance (r )  become 
much larger than (a ) ,  for  the f i r s t  few terms o f  the summation the 
difference o f  the two terms inside the summation w ill  become larger 
because the second term becomes very small* Therefore the depth o f 
penetration to the subsurface structure w ill increase with an increase 
o f distance (r)*
The multiplying value in front o f  the summation is  2x/(x—1)*
The apparent re s is t iv ity  obtained over a two layered media by use 
o f the V/enner configuration is
f? -  f?(i * k t * *y n^t
Comparing this equation vrith equation 6—10a, i t  is  easy to  see that 
when x * 2 , equation 6- 10a is  the same as the I'/enner configuration®
As the value o f (x) increases, the multiplying value before the
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summation sign w ill decrease. Therefore the to ta l re s is t iv ity  value 
obtained from the B-configuration is  smaller than that from the 
tenner configuration. However, the second term inside the summation 
w ill decrease rapidly. As (x) becomes larger, th is multiplying 
value vri.ll approach 2. The second term inside the summation w ill 
become very small. Therefore the B-configuration has less  than 1 
but more than l /2 times the resolving power o f the Wenner configuration. 
The advantage o f the fa c i l i t y  o f continuous operation may compensate 
for this decreased resolving power.
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V II. MODEL EXPERIMENTS FOR NEW CONFIGURATION
Theoretical analyses and apparent r e s is t iv it ie s  for the new con­
figurations, fo r  several assumed simple geologic conditions, have been 
presented in  proceeding chapters. To test these analyses, model 
investigations were made by applying the A-configuration and the B-con— 
figuration to a model tank o f  size three by six fe e t  and twenty 
inches deep. This tank was formerly b u ilt  by A. H. Kwentus (I960) 
fo r  the purpose o f res istiv ity  model investigations. The instrument 
used in  the measurements is  a Megger Ground Tester (see LEE, 1928;
LOW, eto a l« , 1932). The tank was f i l l e d  with brine water having a 
re s is t iv ity  o f  180 ohm-cms. Theoretical curves calculated from 
equations obtained from chapters V and VI were plotted with each 
equivalent experimental curve.
A* Instrumental Limits and Wall E ffect.
Measurements were f i r s t  taken over the brine water with no model 
present in  order to  determine the characteristics o f each configuration 
and the e ffe cts  o f the wall and bottom of the tank. The fixed  
electrode spacing (a) was set at one inch and the electrode pair 
separation (r )  was expanded in units o f  (a ) .  The results are given 
in Tables 7-1 and 7-2* The results are also plotted  as re s is t iv ity  
curves in  Figure 7—1 and 7—2*
The Megger Ground Tester has four resistance ranges, 0-1000 ohms, 
0-100 ohms, 0-10 ohms and 0-1 ohms. The meter can be read accurately
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A-Configuration Depth Probe 
Over a Homogeneous Brine Water
Table 7 -1
Electrode Pair Confi guration Configuration R esistlvity
Separation (r ) Factor (F) Resistance (R) 
Measured ( R )
Inches Inches (ohm) ( ohm-cms)
2 3 3.77 180 . 01*
3 12 0.957 183
h 30 0.370 177
9 60 0.171* 166.7
6 109 0.093 159
7 168 0.053 11*7.1*
8 23>2 0.032 128 . 1*
9 360 0.019 109.2
10 h99 0.010 79.1
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B-Configuration Depth Probe Over 
a Homogeneous Brine Water
Table 7-2
Electrode Pair Configuration Configuration R esistiv ity
Separation (r ) Factor (F) Resistance (R) ( )
Inches Inches (Ohms) (Ohm-cms)
2 1 1 1 . 1* 182
3 0.75 15.1 181
1* 0.66 17.2 181.3
5 0.625 18.3 182 .U
6 0.600 19.1 182.8
7 0.583 19.9 185
8 0.571 20.3 185
9 0.562 20.6 185*6
10 0.556 20.9 185.U
1 1 0.550 2 1.2 186
12 0. 51«6 2 1 . 1* 186.2
13 0.5U2 2 1.6 187
Hi 0.538 2 1.8 187.3
15 0.536 21.9 187.5
16 0.533 2 2 .1 188
17 0.531 22.2 188.2
19 0.529U 22.3 188.3
19 0.528 22.5 188.6













Fig. 7-1 A-configuration Depth Probe Oyer The 
Homogeneous Brine Water
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Fig. 7-2 B-configuration Depth Probe Over 
The Homogeneous Brine Water
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to two digits® The third d ig it  was obtained by estimating decimal 
fractions o f a linear scale by eye® Therefore the third d ig it is  in­
accurate® This lim its the accuracy o f obtained r e s is t iv ity  values, 
especially  when the A-configuration i s  applied with large (r) values* 
The configuration factor (F) is  very large, therefore inaccurate 
estimation o f  the third d ig it  w ill greatly a ffe ct the obtained 
re s is t iv ity  value•
I t  was also noticed that a reading error, always negative, was 
greater when the resistance was small* A resistance o f 0*950 ohms 
indicated on the lowest reading scale, 0 -1 ohm, is  indicated as only 
0*90 ohms when the range selector is  switched to a ten times larger 
sca le , 0—1C ohms* This e ffe c t  appears in the A-configuration measure­
ments where the reading o f (R) decreases with the increase of (r)*
In contrast, the configuration factor (F) for the A-configuration 
increases when (r )  is  increased* Therefore small readings of (R) 
from the Megger Tester for the A-configuration are exaggerated by 
multiplying (F) and the e ffe c t  w ill appear as a downward curve when 
apparent res is tiv ity  values are plotted against the value of (r)*  
Figure 7-1 shows a downward curve where the curve is  theoretically  
a straight line*
When (r )  was expanded to 10a, the value of (R) as measured by 
the Megger Tester was very close to zero* This lim its the depth 
probe method for the A-configuration within the range o f r * 10 a*
From this example, i t  is  clear that precision meters should be used 
in measureing current and potential drops i f  the A-configuration is  
applied in the fie ld *
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IThen the brine water was measured with the B~c configuration 
having an electrode pair separation (r ) less than fiv e  inches,
(see Fig* 7 -2 ), the resistiv ity  curve approximated a straight line* 
There is  a sudden increase in the curve when (r )  is  expanded from 
6 to 7 inches, and from 19 to 20 inches* This i s  probably caused 
from receiving reflected  currents from the bottom and walls o f the 
tank* A* H* Kwentus has made a similar investigation of this tank ty 
using the Wenner configuration* He stated that the bottom e ffe c t  is  
negligib le when electrode spacing (a) is  less than six inches* When 
the electrode spacing i s  six inches in the Wenner configuration, the 
current electrodes are 18 inches apart* This i s  probably equivalent 
to 17 inches o f (r )  separation in  the B-configuration* Within this 
range of electrode spacing, the e ffe c t  o f  reflected  currents can 
be assumed negligible*
B* Two Layer Problem*
To simulate a two layer problem for  which the lower layer is  
highly resistive  ( f*=roo), a piece of masonite, three feet wide and 
six fee t long, was suspended, horizontally in the brine water at a 
depth of six inches* Depth probing methods, using configurations 
A and B, were thus applied to measure r e s is t iv it ie s  over the water 
surface* Results are given in Tables 7-3 and 7-li* The results 
are also plotted in curves of r e s is t iv ity  ratio (fa/*?) versus 
( r /a ) ,  where ( (%) is  the measured resistiv ity*  See Figures 7-3 and 
7—!+•
Because the Megger Tester readings are inaccurate when (R) is
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Fig. 7-3 A-configuration Depth Probe over the Brine Water 
With a Piece o f  Masonite Horizontally Suspended 
at 6 Inch Depth
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Fig. 7-4 B-configuration Depth Probe Over the Brine Water
With a Piece of TAasonite Horizontally Suspended at 
6 Irches Depth.
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small; i t  i s  impossible to obtain an average res is tiv ity  ft o f the 
brine water, for  use in  the ratio  ( fa/f*, )• In order to obtain the 
e ffe c t  o f  current reflected  ftom the second layer, the resistivity- 
ra tio , was obtained by taking the ra tio  o f two measured
res is tiv ity  values at the same separation (r )«  The value ( ft* ) i s  
the res istiv ity  value when masonite is  suspended and ( P, ) is  the 
res is tiv ity  value without masonite* Thus the values o f ( fj ) are 
simply obtained from Table 7-1 and 7-2* Comparing the obtained 
curves o f new configurations, the experimental curves are very close 
to  theoretical curves*
Comparing Figures 7-3 and 7-1*, one can see that the A-configuration 
has better resolution than the B-configuration* The second layer 
e ffe c t  appears in  the A-configuration curve at r ■ 9 a and rapidly 
increases* In other words, the e ffect appears when h ■ 1*5 r ,  (h) 
being the thickness o f the upper layer, and increases when (r ) i s  
further increased* Because the e ffe ct  appears sharply, the A-con­
figuration is  useful for two layer problems, but the e ffe ct  w ill not 
become apparent until the value of (r )  is  expanded larger than 1*5  (h)*
C» Vertical Dyke Problem*
To simulate a vertica l dyke o f small thickness and high re s is t iv ity , 
a piece o f masonite l/U  inch thick, 3 fe e t  wide, and 18 inches high, 
was suspended vertica lly  across the center o f the tank* Lateral 
traversing o f (a) -  1  inch and (r) • £ inches was taken using both 
the A- and B-configuration* The traverses were taken perpendicular 
to  the plane o f the masonite* The re s is t iv ity  values measured at
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various distances along the traverses are presented in Tables 7-5 
and 7-6* The data of are plotted versus the distance from the 
edge of the dyke in Figures 7-5 and 7-6* Both curves agree c lose ly  
vdth their theoretical curve equivalents# The values within (d) * -2 
to (d) ■ + 2  1/k inch in  the B—configuration curve (Fig# 7-6) are 
rather small where theoretica lly  these values are in fin ite ly  large#
This results from the current leaking across the dyke by passing 
around, under and through the masonite board# In the calcu lation  
for the theoretica l curve the dyke was assumed to  be a perfect in­
sulator#
Comparing Figures 7—5 and 7—6, i t  is  noted that the shape of 
the curve for  the A-configuration is  reversed from that of the 3— 
configuration , This i s  due to difference in the electrode arrange­
ment o f the two configurations# I f  the current electrodes are 
expressed as (C) and the potential electrodes as (P ), than the 
electrode configuration is  CCPP in the A-configuration and CPPC in 
the B-configuration# The theoretical analyses o f these electrode 
arrangements far the Wenner configuration was made by E# W# Carpenter 
( 1  ? # )•
D# Conclusion
The theoretical curves obtained from the equations derived in 
the preceding chapters are well supported by these model experiments 
of these sim plified geologic conditions# For the two layer problem, 
the theoretical and experimental A-configuration curves show the 
e ffe c t  o f the second layer more c lea rly  than those for the B-configuration#
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Table 7-6
A-Configuration Lateral Traverse Across a Vertical Masonite 
i Inch Thick and Suspended in the Brine Water* r * 6 a, 
The R esistivity o f  the Brine Water ( f>, ) is  15>5>«1| Ohm-cms
Distance from Apparent R esistivity
the le f t  edge 
of masonite
re s is t iv ity ratio
(d) % ( p« )
(Inch) (Ohm-cms)
-10 168.81* 1.06
-9 160.02 1.0 2
-8 160.02 1.0 2
-7 157.99 1.002
—6 155.19 1.0 0
132 . 81* 0.855
-U 123.70 0.796




- 2# 73U.06 1*.722
802. 61* 5.163
- 2± 873.76 5.620
-2 929.61* 5.980
- I f 25.86 0.166
- l g 8.69 0.056
- I f 2.87 0.019
- 1 .0.96 0.006




I f 0 0
1 ± 2.87 0.C19
1 * 6.71 0.01*3





3 i 87.88 0.565












B^onfiguration Lateral Traverse Across a Vertical Masonite 
£ Inch Thick and Suspended in the Brine V/ater* r * $ a, 
R esistiv ity  of the Brine Water ( f? ) is  182.4 Ohmr-cns
Distance from 
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Distance From the Dyke (d) (Inches)
Fig. 7-5 Vconfiguration Lateral Traverse Across a Piece of Masonite Vertically 















Fig. 7-6 B-configuration Lateral Traverse Across a Flece of Masonite 
V ertically Suspended In i'ne Brine Water
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Because the e f fe c t  appears sharp in the A-configuration curve, so
the determination of the depth o f the second layer by the A-configuration
w ill be easier than that by the B-configuration*
Theoretical curves fo r  the vertica l dyke w ill  match those o f 
experimental curves for  both A- and B-configuration*
V III• CONCLUSIONS
The results of th is investigation show that the application o f 
either the A-configuration or the B-configuration to  e le ctr ica l 
r e s is t iv ity  work presents no particular d ifficu lty #  I t  was possible 
to derive equations fo r  re s is t iv ity  for  a homogeneous medium by 
applying the equations for the potential at a point# For the new 
configurations the equations found are functions of fixed  electrode 
spacing, (a) and the electrode pair separation, ( r ) i
for  the A-configuration
for the B-configuration
An error in the measurement o f (r )  has a greater e f fe c t  on the 
value o f apparent res istiv ity  in the A-configuration than in  the 
B-ccnfiguration, because the third power o f ( r )  is  used in the 
apparent res is t iv ity  equation for the A-configuration, and the f i r s t  
power o f (r ) is  used in the B-configuration equation# The measured 
(av/ i ) i s  smaller for the A-configuration than for  the B-configuration 
so more precise instruments are required for the A-configuration# 
Except fo r  this d if f icu lty  in measuring (av/ i ) ,  there i s  no particular 
d iff icu lty  in  applying these configurations to  f ie ld  operations# 
Because the distance vdthin an electrode pair remains constant, 
i t  may be re la tive ly  simple to  mount an electrode pair on a mobile 
vehicle# For the A-configuration, i t  would not be necessary to 
connect the vehicle carrying the current electrodes to that carrying
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"the potential electrodes# However, i t  would be necessary to provide 
some means o f measuring the vehicle separation* I t  would appear that 
the A- and B-configurations can be more easily  applied to f ie ld  
operations than the Wenner configuration#
Theoretical apparent re s is t iv ity  values over two simple hypothetical 
geologic structures, a two layered earth and a vertica l fau lt plane, 
were derived by applying Maxwell's theory o f images# Solutions were 
found for both the A- and B-c(^figurations#
Far the sturcture of two horizontal layers, a depth probe method 
o f expanding the electrode pair separation was used# The change in 
apparent res is tiv ity  due to the second layer was stronger for the 
A-configuration than for the B-configuration# The magnitude of the 
e ffe c t  for the B-ccnfiguration is  smaller than that of the 7/enner 
configuration, and approaches l /2 that o f the tenner configuration 
when the electrode pair separation is  large#
Theoretical solutions for the new configurations were derived 
fo r  traversing across a vertica l fa u lt plane wi th a fixed  electrode 
separation# Apparent res is t iv ity  equations for f iv e  d ifferent 
positions o f  the electrode configuration re la tive  to the fau lt plane 
were derived# Graphs of apparent re s is t iv ity  across the fau lt plane 
indicate that both configurations clearly  reveal the e ffe c t  o f the 
discontinuity#
The theoretical apparent re s is t iv ity  curves were tested by 
measuring the apparent re s is t iv it ie s  o f  models o f the sim plified 
geologic structures# The measured r e s is t iv it ite s  agreed very 
c lose ly  with those predicted by the derived equations#
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